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Abstract

Over the last two decades, workflows made change. They went from experimental tools to commodity environments with many capabilities to support the end-to-end process for scientific applications. A challenge for today’s workflows is the ability to respond to such heterogeneous needs and lowering the barriers to computing for long tail researchers as well as supporting the most cutting edge computing applications. Such needs require software systems that can coordinate applications across different scales of computing, data and networking needs. A number of software innovations like cluster virtualization, containers and gateways have enabled system software be more portable and lowered the barriers for many more to take advantage of computing. However, there is still a need at the converged application level to enable communications with data and computing middleware, while optimizing resources and dynamically adapting to the changes in application workflows. Even though workflow systems have been a part of the HPC and HTC ecosystem for task coordination and management, we are just discovering their potential for managing dynamic-data driven applications and decision support using advances in big data platforms and on-demand computing systems. They provide an ideal programming model for deployment of computational and data science applications on all scales of computing and provide a platform for system integration of data, modeling tools and computing while making the applications reusable and reproducible. This talk will overview the plethora of applications supported by workflows over the last two decades and introduce some of our recent work on the development of methodologies and tools for effective workflow driven collaborations, namely the PPoDS methodology and family of SmartFlows tools for the practice and smart utilization of workflows.